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ABSTRACT A theoretical study of the ion atmosphere contribution to the binding free energy of the X repressor-operator complex is
presented. The finite-difference form of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation was solved to calculate the electrostatic interaction energy of
the amino-terminal domain of the X repressor with a 9 or 45 base pair oligonucleotide. Calculations were performed at various distances
between repressor and operator as well as at different salt concentrations to determine ion atmosphere contributions to the total
electrostatic interaction. Details in the distribution of charges on DNA and protein atoms had a strong influence on the calculated total
interaction energies. In contrast, the calculated salt contributions are relatively insensitive to changes in the details of the charge
distribution. The results indicate that the ion atmosphere contribution favors association at all protein-DNA distances studied. The
theoretical number of ions released upon repressor-operator binding appears to be in reasonable agreement with experimental data.

1. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the thermodynamic basis of the
formation of protein-DNA complexes is of primary im-
portance in determining the role of DNA-binding pro-
teins in biological processes, like the control of gene ex-
pression. The formation of a protein-DNA complex is
influenced by direct interactions between both mole-
cules as well as indirect contributions, such as release of
water molecules and ions bound to protein and DNA. In
contrast to simple electrolytes, DNA is surrounded by a
cloud ofcondensed counterions that cannot be removed
by dilution ( 1, 2). The condensation of counterions is a
consequence of the high linear charge density on DNA
and forms the basis for the electrostatic stability ofDNA
in solution ( 1-3). However, the creation ofan ion atmo-
sphere is an entropically costly process. Therefore, re-
placing part of the ion cloud surrounding DNA by a
protein is considered to make a significant entropic con-
tribution to the binding to DNA (1). This contribution
decreases with increasing salt concentration since the en-
tropy change upon releasing bound counterions depends
on the ratio of bulk salt concentration to the concentra-
tion in the condensed ion atmosphere. In the framework
of the counterion condensation theory, the counterion
diffusion potential RTln (cb/clOc) was introduced by
Manning (1) as a thermodynamic driving force for li-
gand-DNA association (cb is the bulk salt concentration
and c1, is the salt concentration in the condensed
cloud). This model predicts a linear relationship be-
tween the protein-DNA binding constant and ln (cb),
which is indeed observed for protein-DNA complexes
(4). A plot of the logarithm of experimentally deter-
mined association constants versus logarithm of the ion
concentration gives a straight line with negative slopeM.
The slope of the curve is interpreted as a measure of the
number of ionic contacts between DNA and protein or
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equivalently proportional to the number ofions replaced
upon binding (3).
The counterion condensation theory, which is based

on a simplified description ofDNA as a line of negative
charges, is remarkably successful in describing the basic
behavior ofions around DNA. A more sophisticated ap-
proach, including the shape ofthe molecule and a realis-
tic atomic charge distribution, is necessary to study the
electrostatics of protein-DNA recognition in detail. Re-
cently, the ion contribution to the association of the X
repressor with its operator was studied by Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation, which included explicit sodium and
chloride ions surrounding the complex (5). This study
concluded that the ion atmosphere contribution favors
association only at small distances (<15 A) and opposes
association at larger distances between repressor and
DNA. Herein we present a comparative study using fi-
nite-difference solutions of the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation (FDPB) to calculate electrostatic interaction
energies as well as ionic contributions to the X repressor-
operator interaction. In comparison with MC-studies,
the FDPB method has the advantage oftreating the com-
plex in atomic detail with partial charges on all atoms
and including the effect ofa dielectric boundary between
complex and solvent. Ions are not treated explicitly but
are distributed according to Boltzmann weighting ofthe
electrostatic potential. Ion-ion correlations are therefore
neglected in the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) approach. It
has, however, proven to be successful in predicting hy-
dration energies of small organic molecules (6, 7) and
also has been used to calculate electrostatic potentials
and ion distributions around B-DNA (8) and DNA-
binding proteins (9).
The X repressor-operator complex is one of the most

extensively studied protein-DNA complexes. The three-
dimensional structure of the amino-terminal domain of
the X repressor in complex with the L1 operator is
known to high resolution ( 10). The binding affinity as a
function of salt concentration was determined experi-
mentally for a number ofoperator sequences recognized
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by the X repressor (1 1, 12) and can be compared with
theoretical predictions. In this study, we are particularly
interested in calculating the salt contribution at different
distances between repressor and operator and in the sen-
sitivity ofthe results to the details ofthe charge distribu-
tion as well as to the length of the operator-contain-
ing DNA.

2. METHODS

2.1 Calculation of electrostatic
energies
The electrostatic interaction energy of the X repressor and operator
DNA was calculated by solving the finite-difference form of the PB
equation implemented in the University of Houston Brownian dy-
namics program (13). The finite-difference scheme to solve the PB
equation allows the calculation ofthe electrostatic energy ofmolecules
of arbitrary shape. The interior of a molecule is treated as a region of
low dielectric constant with charges assigned to the center of each
atom. Surrounding water is treated as a high dielectric continuum, and
the counterions and coions are distributed according to a Boltzmann
weighting ofthe electrostatic potential in regions outside the molecule.
Initially, a cubic grid is set up, and the molecule is mapped onto the
center ofthe grid. The charge on each atom is distributed over the eight
neighboring grid points according to a trilinear weighting function that
preserves monopole and dipole moments of the charge distribution
( 13, 14). All grid points interior/exterior to the molecule were assigned
a low/high dielectric constant (e = 2.0/E = 78.0). Grid points near the
boundary between the interior and exterior were assigned intermediate
values ( 15 ). The potential at the boundary of the grid was calculated
analytically by treating each charged atom as a Debye-Huckel sphere.
As an alternative, boundary potentials for smaller grids could be calcu-
lated from large grid calculations using the focusing technique ( 16).
The size of the ions was accounted for by adding a Stern layer (2.5 A,
the radius of hydrated sodium ions) to the molecular surface of the
molecules.

Details of the finite-difference method to calculate the electrostatic
potential according to the linearized PB (LPB) or nonlinear PB
(NLPB) equation are given in (17, 18). For the LPB equation, the
electrostatic energy of the system is given by the sum over the fixed
charges times the electrostatic potential ( 13):

n

E (1)
j= 2

In case ofthe NLPB equation, the electrostatic energy can be calculated
from

E= ql _ qm2 - All) dv (2)

where qfand qm are the distribution offixed and mobile (ionic) charges
( 19). The term All denotes the osmotic pressure contribution to the
energy due to the nonuniform distribution of ions in the electric field.
The integral in Eq. 2 is over all grid points after solving the finite-differ-
ence form of the PB equation (in contrast to Eq. 1, where the sum is
taken only over those grid points with fixed charges). Electrostatic
interaction energies between two molecules can be obtained by calcu-
lating the difference between the electrostatic energy oftwo molecules
in a complex and the electrostatic energy of each isolated molecule.
This corresponds to the change in energy ofbringing the two molecules
from infinite distance to the complexed state.

2.2 Model
Coordinates of the X repressor-operator complex were taken from the
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank as deposited by Jordan and Pabo ( 10).

All calculations were performed using one X repressor monomer com-

plexed with DNA consisting ofeither 9 base pair (bp) (model 1, DNA-
sequence: 5'-TATCACCGC) or 45 bp (model 2, DNA-sequence: 5'-
A15ATATCACCGCCAGTGT15). The DNA-sequence for model
corresponds to the consensus half site ofthe OL1 operator (20). In the
case of model 2, the DNA operator sequence was extended to yield 45
bp by using the molecular modeling program QUANTA (21 ). To cal-
culate electrostatic energies between repressor and operator at different
distances, it was necessary to choose a sufficiently large grid. On the
other hand, the spacing between grid points should be as small as possi-
ble to obtain accurate electrostatic energies (i.e., insensitive to changes
in the grid spacing or the position of the complex in the grid). For
model 1, we found a grid spacing of0.75 A and a 1003 grid sufficient to
calculate interaction energies that did not vary by >0.5 kcal/mol on
moving the complex by about half a grid spacing or changing the grid
spacing by about ±0.1 A. However, we were particularly interested in
the salt dependence of the interaction energies. Differences in interac-
tion energies at different ion concentrations showed even smaller varia-
tions on changes in the grid parameters (<0.2 kcal * mol'). For model
2 (the X repressor complexed with a 45-bp DNA), the structure was

centered on a 80 x 170 X 80 grid with a spacing of 1.1 A. The y-direc-
tion ( 170 grid points) was aligned with the helical axis ofthe DNA. The
electrostatic potential calculated using this grid served to set up the
boundaries for a 1003 grid with a spacing of 0.75 A containing the
operator sequence and the X repressor.
Two sets of charge distributions were examined. For the first set,

charges of - were assigned to the phosphates on DNA and carboxyl
groups of Glu and Asp residues in the protein. Lys and Arg residues
were assigned a charge of+ I on the amino or guanidinium groups. The
amino and carboxyl termini of the protein molecule carried charges of
+ 1 and -1. Atomic radii were taken from the OPLS force field parame-
ter set (22, 23). The second charge model used a more detailed distri-
bution of charges on all polar atoms (including polar hydrogens) on

DNA and protein using the OPLS force field.

2.3 Calculations at different distances
The complex was oriented on the grid such that the protein could be
separated from the DNA in the x-direction of the grid without causing
atomic overlap between the molecules at any distance. Note that this is
possible for the monomeric complex but not for the A repressor dimer
(as it is deposited in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank) because part
of the protein wraps around DNA. The distance between protein and
DNA was varied between 0 A (corresponding to the coordinates as

deposited in the Data Bank) and 27 A. The maximum distance was
limited by the condition that there should be a space of .5-10 A be-
tween the grid boundary and protein or DNA molecules. Otherwise,
the potential at the boundary cannot be accurately approximated by
the Debye-Huckel equation. At each distance, the electrostatic interac-
tion energy between protein and DNA was calculated. To obtain salt
contributions at different distances, the interaction energy was calcu-
lated for two different salt concentrations. We choose 22 mM as low
ion concentration to compare our calculations with MC simulations.
This value corresponds to the zero added salt condition Jayaram et al.
(5) used to keep electroneutrality during their MC simulation. The
high salt concentration was 122 mM (corresponding to the highest salt
concentration in the MC study). The reference state for all calculations
was the complexed state (R = 0 A). Therefore, the interaction energy

difference (between low and high ion concentration) at each given
repressor-operator distance was finally subtracted from the corre-

sponding value at zero distance.

3. RESULTS
The electrostatic interaction energy of the X repressor
and operator was calculated for several distances in the
range of 0-27 A at two salt concentrations (22 and 122
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FIGURE 1 Calculated electrostatic interaction between A repressor and
operator as a function of distance (A) for two salt concentrations (22
and 122 mM). The interaction energy at any given distance is the
electrostatic energy of the protein-DNA complex minus electrostatic
energy of the isolated components. (A) Simplified charge model; (B)
detailed charge model (see text). The upper (+) and lower (K>) curves
correspond to the high ( 122 mM) and low (22 mM) ion concentration,
respectively.

mM). Throughout this study, electrostatic interaction
energies were obtained by solving the NLPB equation.
However, in the range ofsalt concentrations studied, the
results did not differ significantly from electrostatic in-
teraction energies obtained using the LPB equation. The
difference was <0.3 kcal/mol.

Fig. 1 shows the results ofthe calculations using theNLPB
equation for the two sets of charges (see Methods). The
calculated interaction energies differ for the two charge
sets at distances of <12 A. Note that only the second
more realistic charge set includes short range dipole-di-
pole interactions as well as electrostatic contributions to
hydrogen bonds. This probably accounts for the negative
interaction energy of the two molecules at short distances
observed using the second set of charges. At distances
beyond 15 A, the interaction energies for both charge
models became similar because the interaction is increas-
ingly determined by the overall charge ofthe molecules.
Although the direction chosen to move the protein

away from the DNA allows for separation without
atomic overlap, certain atoms ofthe flexible NH2-termi-
nal X "arm" can approach DNA atoms closely. The X

arm consists of the first six amino acids of the protein

and forms the part of the repressor that wraps around
DNA upon binding. To test whether the maximum in
electrostatic interaction energy for the detailed charge
model at a protein-DNA distance around 1-4 A is in-
fluenced by this effect, the calculations were repeated
with the X arm slightly rotated to ensure a minimum
distance of 3 A between X arm and DNA at any distance
between the two molecules. It is obvious from Fig. 2
That the interaction energy maximum disappears in this
case and the resulting curve is smoother. The electro-
static interaction at zero distance is larger. This indicates
that wrapping the X arm around DNA contributes to the
stability ofthe complex. It is interesting that the calcula-
tions predict a minimum of the electrostatic energy at a
distance of 4-6 A between open form of the repressor
and DNA. This could indicate that the open form is re-
lated to a repressor structure that binds nonspecifically
to DNA and prefers to form a more loosely bound com-
plex with DNA.

Fig. 3 shows the change in ion atmosphere contribu-
tion to the free energy ofinteraction as a function ofthe
distance between repressor (with the arm in the wrapped
state) and operator. A negative value at a given distance
R signifies that this energy is released (at low ion concen-
tration compared with high ion concentration) upon
bringing protein and DNA to the complexed state (R =0
A). The calculated ion atmosphere contribution for the
X repressor-operator interaction was generally negative
for all given distances, implying that it favors associa-
tion. The results were similar for both charge models,
deviating slightly in magnitude at small repressor-opera-
tor distances. At very large distances between protein
and DNA, the interaction energy should become zero,
implying that the ion atmosphere contribution, as it is
defined in Methods, should reflect the difference at the
reference state. In other words, the interaction energy
difference between calculations at 22 and 122 mM salt
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FIGURE 2 Distance dependence ofthe calculated electrostatic interac-
tion energy between an "open" form of the A repressor and operator.
The open form differs from the A repressor crystal structure by a slight
rotation ofthe A "arm" away from the DNA. With the repressor in this
form, a minimum distance between A arm and DNA of 3 A is ensured
in the course of protein-DNA separation. The detailed charge model
and a salt concentration of 22 mM were used.
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FIGURE 3 Calculated ion atmosphere contribution to the repressor-
operator interaction at different distances (A). The ion atmosphere
contribution at a given distance R is the difference in interaction energy
at low salt concentration versus high ion concentration of bringing
protein and DNA to the complexed state (R = 0 A). That is, the quan-
tity shown is [E22 (R = 0) - E22(R)] - [E122 (R = 0) - E122(R)],
where E22(R)/E,22(R) is the electrostatic interaction at 22/122 mM
and distance R. (A) Simplified set of charges; (B) detailed charge
model.

and at R = 0 A corresponds to the (relative) ion atmo-
sphere contribution of bringing protein and DNA from
infinite distance to the complexed state.
The electrostatic interaction energy between X repres-

sor and operator was calculated for several different ion
concentrations (at R = 0 A). Fig. 4 shows a plot of these
interaction energies as a function ofthe logarithm of the
ion concentration. For the simplified as well as the de-
tailed charge model, a straight line was obtained. In case
ofusing the detailed charge distribution, the slopeMwas
- 1.7, and for the simplified charge model,M = -2.4. As
outlined in the Introduction, the slope of the plot in Fig.
4 (multiplied by -1 ) is a measure of the number of ions
released during the protein association process. Accord-
ing to Record et al. (3), -M is equal to the number of
released ions, N, times their screening activity T. For
long chains, I = 0.88, which is the sum ofcondensation
(0.76) and diffusive screening (0.12) (3).
However, this screening parameter is certainly differ-

ent for a small piece of DNA compared with a long
chain, which complicates the estimation of the number
of released ions. Record and Lohman (24) developed a

semiempirical extension of the polyelectrolyte theory of
DNA to treat oligonucleotides. They introduced an end-
effect parameter reflecting the reduced association of
counterions with the terminal regions ofthe oligonucleo-
tide. The overall screening factor is then given by:

' = 0.88 - 2.53/L,

where L is the number of base pairs. This translates to a
screening factor ' = 0.6 in case of 9 bp, resulting in 4.0
released ions per X repressor monomer for the simple

25 30 charge set and 2.9 for the detailed charge set. However,
the full validity ofEq. 3 was only proven for oligonucleo-
tides containing 18 or more base pairs (24).

,~~1~~~~~~ Therefore, the salt dependence of the protein-DNA
interaction was also calculated for the X repressor bind-
ing at the center ofa longer piece ofDNA (45 bp). In this
case, end-effects play only a minor role in counterion
condensation, and the polyelectrolyte limit is applicable
(the screening parameter I is close to 0.88 [24]). Again,
a 1003 box with 0.75 A grid spacing surrounding the
repressor-operator complex was used to calculate the in-
teraction energy at zero distance. Since this grid is too

-'------ small to embed the whole 45 bp of DNA, the focusing25 30 technique was used to calculate electrostatic potentials at
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FIGURE 4 Dependence of the calculated interaction energies on the
ion concentration. The electrostatic interaction energy ofrepressor and
operator was calculated at various salt concentrations (in the com-
plexed state with distance R = 0 A). The interaction energy is given in
units of-RT(El/( - R T), where I is the ion concentration) as a func-
tion of the logarithm of the ion concentration. (A) Simplified charge
model; (B) detailed charge model.
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FIGURE 5 Calculated ion concentration dependence of the electro-
static interaction of the X repressor in complex with the operator se-

quence in the center ofa 45-bp oligonucleotide. The interaction energy
was calculated at various salt concentrations and at zero distance be-
tween protein and DNA using the focusing technique as outlined in the
text. For all calculations, the detailed charge set (see Methods) was
used to assign atomic charges on DNA and protein. The calculated
interaction energy is given in units of -RT as a function of the loga-
rithm of the salt concentration (see also Fig. 4).

the boundaries ofthe fine grid. The starting grid to calcu-
late the potential at the boundaries comprised 80 grid
points in both the x- and z-directions and 170 points in
the y-direction with a grid spacing of 1.1 A. The y-direc-
tion was aligned with the helical axis of the DNA. The
result for a set of calculations at different ion concentra-
tions is shown in Fig. 5. Again, the plot of interaction
energy versus logarithm of the ion concentration re-
sulted in a straight line. From the slopeMwe can obtain
the number of released ions per bound repressor mole-
cule to be 2.55 (T taken to be 0.88). For the dimeric
repressor-operator complex, this would imply the release
of 5.1 ions upon binding. The experimentally deter-
mined number of released ions upon binding of the di-
meric X repressor was reported to be 4.8 in case of the
OR1 operator ( 11 ) and between 2 and 3 in the case ofthe
OL1 operator (10). Both OR1 and OL1 contain the same
operator sequence we used in our calculations. It should
be noted that a direct comparison of the slopes obtained
experimentally and theoretically is also possible. Taking
a screening factor of 0.88 into account allows a direct
comparison of reported number of ions released with
our calculations.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The distance dependence and salt dependence ofthe elec-
trostatic interaction between the X repressor and opera-
tor were calculated using the PB equation. The electro-
static interaction energy at different distances depends
strongly on the details ofthe charge distribution on DNA
and protein. An attractive electrostatic interaction at any
distance was only obtained with a detailed charge distri-
bution, including polar hydrogens. The sensitivity ofthe
calculated electrostatic interaction on the details of the
charge distribution indicates that the PB approach also
may be useful to study how the X repressor discriminates

between different DNA recognition sequences. Calcula-
tions on a repressor-operator complex with a slightly ro-

tated X arm showed that the process of approaching the
DNA recognition sequence by the repressor in the open
form is not only favored sterically but also electrostati-
cally. In contrast to the distance dependence ofthe inter-
action energy, the salt contribution to the electrostatic
interaction did not change significantly on changing the
charge model. For two DNA molecules of different
length, the predicted number of ions released upon re-

pressor-operator binding agreed reasonably well with ex-

perimental data.
This is an important result, supporting the validity of

the PB approach to calculate electrostatic interactions
between biological macromolecules. Similar studies on

other protein-DNA complexes should provide insight on
whether salt contributions are, in general, predictable by
the PB approach.

In addition, the calculated number of released ions
showed only a slight dependence on the details of the
charge distribution on the molecules. This finding may
indicate that simplified charge models forDNA are valid
for some applications and further justifies their success

in predicting ion distributions around DNA and ion
contributions to ligand binding ( 1, 2).
Jayaram et al. (5) observed an ion contribution to the

X repressor-operator interaction opposing complexation
at distances beyond 12 A using MC simulations, includ-
ing explicit ions. In our calculations solving the PB equa-

tion, the ion contribution was negative at all distances
between DNA and protein. It is important to note that
all our calculations on the distance dependence of the
salt contribution were done on the repressor interacting
with a short piece of DNA without periodic boundary
conditions in the direction ofthe helical axis ofDNA. In
contrast to our calculations, a cell model with a constant
number of ions in the cell was used in the MC simula-
tion. Although the ion distribution around DNA calcu-
lated by a PB approach is in reasonable agreement with
MC-studies, including explicit ions (8, 25), the PB ap-
proach, as already noted in the Introduction, neglects
ion-ion correlation effects. These might be reasons for
the discrepancy. Additional calculations on the distance
dependence of the salt contribution of the X repressor
interacting with longer chains ofDNA are necessary to
further investigate differences between these studies.

Besides the calculation of salt contributions to the X

repressor-operator interaction, this study showed that
binding ofa possible open form ofthe X repressor has an
optimum in electrostatic interaction not at zero dis-
tance, as in the "closed" form, but at a protein-DNA
distance -4-6 A. Being aware of the above mentioned
limitations of the PB approach, this result suggests the
following possible mechanism of repressor-operator
binding.
The repressor in the open form is loosely bound to

DNA at a distance of -5 A. To reach the complexed
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state, the repressor has to "climb" uphill in electrostatic
energy (see Fig. 2). At zero distance, the X arm can wrap
around the operator and further stabilize the complex
(the system would reach the electrostatic energy given in
Fig. 1 B at R = 0 A). In case ofa sequence different from
the recognition sequence, the necessary complementary
hydrogen bonds between protein and DNA cannot be
fully formed. This would imply that the energy at zero
distance increases further so that the system has to over-
come a higher barrier to reach the complexed state with
the X arm wrapped around the DNA. In addition, the
complexed state is of course also destabilized by the
"wrong" recognition sequence.
Although it is obvious (for steric reasons) that the X

repressor must approach the DNA target sequence in an
open form, our particular choice for the open form is
arbitrary. Therefore, it is necessary to confirm the sce-
nario discussed above using other forms of "open" re-
pressor structures.
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